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REMARKS

A Supplemental Oath or Declaration is enclosed.

The Abstract has been corrected according to suggestions in the Office Action.

The Specification has been corrected according to suggestions in the Office

Action. No new matter has been added.

The Claims have been corrected. They have also been amended to specifically

indicate that the beam (joint) is made of a rigid material, such as concrete. Further, new

Claims have been added to more completely cover the invention, as, described in the

Specifications. No new matter has been added.

Regarding the amended Claims, Tateno (No. 4,346,542) is not applicable. Tateno

specifically discloses a joint made of a soft material (see Abstract, col, 2, lines 28-30, and

Claim 1). Applicant's invention is for a beam (joint) made of a rigid material.

Also, the Office Action does not specifically indicate how Tateno relates to

original Claim 2. This issue, however, is now moot, as discussed in the previous

paragraph.

Thank you for your consideration.
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TITLE: DOUBLE JOINTS PAVEMENT SYSTEM
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FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH Not AppUcable

SEQUENCE LISTING OR PROGRAM Not Applicable

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION - FIELD OF INVENTION

Tbis invention relates to j oints used in the construction ofpavement.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION - DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

Temperature changes cause materials and structures to contract and expand. This

process is the main force responsible for the cracking and premature destruction of
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pavement. These adverse effects are further accelerated and exacerbated by prolonged

exposure to frequent and substantial temperature fluctuations.

To prevent tliis from happening, longitudinal or transversal joints arc employed.

These partition the pavement into small fields, which expand and contract independently

of each other.

The highest level of stress and deflection in pavement is found at the joints. For

highway pavement, the stress is highest along the longitudinal and transversal joints and

the deflection is highest at the comers.

Among the most commonly used methods aimed at enhancing the perfoimance of

transverse and longitudinal joints are the following:

(i) Increasing the thickness of the slab and base couzse in order to inqirove

aggregate interlock;

(iO Protecting the base and sub-grade against water intnision;

(iii) Installing permeable base materials;

(iv) Reducing joint spacing; and

(V) Installing load transfer devices (e.g., Dowel bars).

Industry practice and research have determined that the latter technology is very

effective in maintaining load transfer throughout the Kfe of the pavement Dowel bars'

ability to reduce faulting by limiting vertical joint movement further enhances the joint

load transfer efficiency. Contraction joints with buOt-in Dowel bars during original

constniction normally maintain adequate deflection load transfer (70-100% &om the

loaded to the unloaded slab).
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These contraction joints are employed according to Uic following procedure:

1. Dowels are placed by welded Dowel assemblies fastened to the base by

mechanical means.

2. Concrete is set along the entire width and length of the area under

construction.

3. After the concrete has set, it is cut by concrete saws to a 7.5 cm depth and

minimum of 3mm width. The joint is cleaned with con^iessed air and is

filled with sealant material.

Hiese contractioa joints sufTer from a number of disadvantages:

1. Uneven process ofjoints setting.

Due to the weight of passing vehicles, the pavement, already partially

sawn to a 7.5 cm depth, may crack further down, potentially resulting in

the pavement being sawn offcompletely across its entire depth.

2. Technology requires large amounts of steel.

Large amount of steel is used for the Dowel bars in each joint The load

from the passmg vehicles exerts presstire on the Dowel bars, possibly

cutting thencL This requires the diameter of the Dowel bars to be as large

as 1.5*' (3.8 cm). The leng& of the Dowel bars is, in most cases, IS"* (46

cm). The Dowel bars are placed symmetrically on both sides of the joint

The Dowel bars carry the load independent of one another. This requires

the Dowels bars to be arranged in short distances £rom one another with a

cross section with circumference of 12" (30 cm).

3. Technology fails to provide complete and reliable wateiproofing.
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The joint is not completely waterproof, a deficiency that is the main

reason for the fonnation of cracks along the joints. The sealant, which is

set in hot condition, fills completely the jomt space and sticks to the sides.

At low temperatures the material becomes brittle (largely due to the

vibration motion of the vehicles). The resulting cracks destroy the

connection with the sides of the joints. This process enables water to go

through the joint and reach die base of the pavement. As a result, the base

of the pavement is softened and ultimately deformed. The repeated

freezing and thawing of the water in the joints further exacerbates die

problem: it leads to failure of the concrete around the joint and to

widening of the joint. The water in the base of the pavement makes the

base softer and therefore decreases its bearing capabilities.

4. Method is technologically and economically sub-optimal.

Ihe Dowel bars need to be placed before further wodc can be conducted.

This prevents concrete trucks from moving along the strip where concrete

is to be poured. Concrete tmcks must then move outside the lane,

requiring valuable space and preventing simultaneous work on multiple

lanes. Furthermore, special machines are needed to conqilete the pouring

of the concrete, which results in increased production costs.

OBJECTS AND ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION

Several objects and advantages of the proposed invention are:

1. The Reinforcing Concrete Beam ("RGB") and Modified Reinforcing

Concrete Beam CMRCB'*) ^xc rigid oncrece bcanis . vvlti.ch. enable the
^

creatioD of a new technology, the Double Joints Pavement System

("DJPS"), for pavement placement.

. i Deleted: is
y= I I I
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Deleted: beamnot bonded to the

pavcmentl

Tlie RCB and MRCB
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2. The application of the DIPS allows for substantial increase in product

qualit)' and durability, productivity, and speed of execution,* while

acliieving significant cost reduction.

3.

5.

7.

8.

9.

The l3r>g base 01? the RGB and MRCB distributes the surface loads over a

lajigerjima.along the entire length of the joint onto a larger area, ihns

reducing the pressure ;)nd defonrntion in the base und avoiding rlie need

for Dowel bars.

The two sloped sides of the RGBX^ptCB^provide reUable

sides of the slab along the entire length of the joint and allow for firee

contraction and expansion of tfie slabs.

\yater stops embedded in grooves on either side of the RGB XMRCBj

create nearrperfect waterproofing.

The technology also allows for the efficient drainage of water collected

between two parallel RGB (MRGB) and for the timely removal ofsnow.

ilie tLse of RGB XMRCBli^iinte it .easier and more cpst-effici«it to
.

protect the freshly placed pavement from rain, snow, and freezing.

The DJPS technology solves one of the main challenges in road

constmction — the ability to pave under adverse climate conditions (e.g.,

winter, snow, rain).

The DJPS employs^CBXMRCBI to diyid^

strips of width that allows them to be filled efficiently, independently and

simultaneously by different work crews and machines (e.g., concrete rmx^

trucks can move freely on bodi sides ofthe strips).
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10. The DJPS eliminates the existing dependency, under current lechnology,

on heavy tools and machinery, instead relying on the use of cheaper and

more flexible smaUcr-sized paving machines (e.g., roller screeds and vibro

screeds).

1 1 . The DJPS is suitable for use in the construction o^ among others, concrete

and asphalt pavenoent (e.g., roads, highways, airports, parking lots).

SUMMARY

This invention regards a new technology. Double Joints Pavement System, suitable for

use in the construction of, among others, concrete and asphalt pavement (e.g., roads,

highways, airports, parking lots). The technology employs joint constmction inq^Iements,

(Modified) Reinforcing Concrete Beams, in order to divide the worksite area into parallel

strips, allowing them to be filled independently and/or simultaneously using smaller-

sized paving machines (e.g., roller screeds and vibro screeds).

DRAWINGS - FIGURES

In the drawings, closely related figures may have the same number but different

alphabetical suffixes.

Figure 1 a. Vertical transversal cioss-sectian of a joint used in currently existing

technology.

Figure lb. Vertical longitudinal cross section ofa joint used m currently existing

technology.

Figure 2. Vertical transversal cross section ofReinforcing Concrete Beam (RGB),

Variant 1.
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Figure 3 . Vertical transversal cross section of Reinlbrcing Concrete Beam (RGB),

Variant 2.

Figure 4. Vertical transversal cross section ofModified Reinforcing Concrete Beam
(MRCB), Variants.

Figtu'e 5a. Vertical transversal cross section ofRCB-composite construction. Variant

la. RGB's height is equal to or less than flie height of the pavement.

Figure 5b. Vertical transversal cross section ofRCB-conaposite construction. Variant

2a. RGB's height is greater than the height of the pavement

Figure 5c. Vertical transversal cross section ofMRCB-conq>05ite construction,

Variant 3 a.

Figure 6a. Vertical transversal cross section ofRGB with opening for Dowel Bars,

Variant lb

Figure 6b, Vertical transversal cross section ofRGB with opening for Dowel Bars,

Variant 2b

Figure 6c. Vertical traDSversal cross section ofMRCB with opening for Dowel Bars,

Variant 3b

Figure 7a Vertical transversal cross section ofRGB partially dug into Ifae base

coixrse. Variant Ic.

Figure 7b Vertical transversal cross section ofMRGB partially dug into the base

course. Variant 3c.

Figure 8a Vertical transversal cross section ofRGB with sheet water barrier, Variant

Id

Figure 8b Vertical transversal cross section ofRGB wi& sheet water barrier. Variant

2d.

Figure 8c Vertical transversal cross section ofModified Reinforcing Concrete Beam
with sheet water barrier, Variant 3d.

Figure 9 Vertical transversal cross section ofRGB by Perpetual Asphalt Pavement.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION - PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The DJPS achieves the connection between the two sides of the slab ( !

)

via RCB

or MRCB. l'ii!iires I-^^ lUusmuo the aoolicatjan of DIPS when the slob (1) is concigrc,

vvhi)e fiKttre 9 iliiiKlrates the applicafion of DJPS when the slab (\) consists of bidi

qu^ihty hot mix iisphalt (21V hi^li Toodulus ml cesisrtani material (22K and tlexibje fatiuue

resLstiXflt materiai i23) (B-gy/)!

The RCB (6} (Figs. 2-3)» a rigid beam of rectangular-trapezoidal vertical cross-

section, is reinforced with rebars (7) and ties (8).

The upper-most horizontal hase (12), located at the level of the pavement siuface,

supports snaaller-scale paving placing machines (e.g., roller screeds and vibro screeds).

The lower horizontal base (13), larger in size than the upper horizontal base (12),

transfers loads to the base course or sub grade. The upper rectangular section of the RCB

(6) has a typical vertical height of4" to 6'* (11), Water stops (9) are.embedded in grooves

(10) along the^slanted sides (14) of&e RCBig).

RCB (61 can be cast La place at the constmction site or pre-cast ready for

immediate iise at the construction site.

RCB (6) can be produced, in part or wholly» with stronger and more flexible

concrete (Fig. 5a, Fig. 5b).

RCB 161 can be placed on (Fig. 2) or partially dug into the base course £5i.or sub

grade fSa, 5b ) tFig. 3, Fig.. 7a).

The slanted sides of the RCB (6| support both sides of the slab i I) alone the entire

lengtii of the joint,(2}, thus reducing the stresses m &e slabsXU- Those may be covered
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with bituminous or sheet water barrier (20) in order to facilitate the exp:insion and

contraction of the slabs and improve waterproofing (fig. 8a, Fig.^Sb).

The lack of bonding between the RGB (6) and the pavement allows for the free

expansion and contraction.of the pavement slabs ( i ).

While no longer required. Dowel bars (3) can be incorporated into the DJPS

technology via the (optional) horizontal openings (18) in the RGB t6)^through which the

Dowel bars Qlcanpass (Fig. 6a, Fig._6b).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION - ALTERNATIVE EMBODIMENT

Hie MRCB (Fig. 4) consists of horizontal (15) and vertical (16) reinforcing

concrete panels. The horizontal panel supports simultaneously both edges of the slabs (IV

It is situated under slab's edges and allows for the simultaneous turning (hinging) of the

edges of the slabs liXdue to teniipeiature fluctuations. The longitudinal rebars (7b) placed

along the length of the horizontal panel (15) and the steel mesh (Id) increase MRCB's

rigidity. The connection between the two parallel slabs (1) established via anchor rebars

(7a) decreases the possibility of disintegration of the slab UL^t the location of the joint

(2) . The rebars (7c) fix. the relative space placement of the horizontal (15) and vertical

(i6> panels. The heiizlu ofthe MRCB may be adjusted via a shim ( 1 9).

The horizontal panels iJ^can be partially dug into the base course (5) (Fig. 7b),

thus increasing theMRCB*s rigidity.

Water stops (9) placed in grooves (10) along the slanted sides (14) of the MRCB

or, alternatively, bituminous or sheet water barrier stops (20) may be used in order to

facilitate the expansion and contraction ofAe slabs (1) and inq)rove waterproofing.

The vertical panels Ll^i.can be produced with stronger and more flexible concrete

(l21£Fig. 5c).
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The vertical panels <J 6) can be produced with opening for DoweJ Bars O ) . (Fig.

6c).
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION - OPERATION

The DJPS technology uses RGB or MRCB to divide the worksite area into

parallel strips. Every strip can tlieu be filled independently and simultaneously from the

rest using smaller-sized machines {e.g., roller screeds and vibro screeds). The (concrete

mix) tmcks can move freely on either side of tiie strips.

The DJPS technology using RGB orMRCB is executed in the following stages:

1 . Form the sub^grade using currently employed technologies.

2 . Set (line) upRCB/MRCB on the sub grade, dividing the worksite area into

parallel strips.

3. Set up and compact the lowest layer (sub-base course, if present) of a

parallel str^. Cover the prq^aied layer with plastic sheet to protect it from

adverse weather conditions, e.g., rain, snow, and freezing.

4. Set up and compact the upper layer (base course, ofpresent) of^e parallel

strip. Cover tfie prepared layer with a plastic sheet

5. Set up the pavement Protect the freshly poured paving materials (e.g.,

concrete) with a plastic sheet.
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DRAWINGS - Rcfexcnce Numerals

1 Pavement slab 10 rrroove

2 j'avementjomi 11X X RCB vertical wall

3 L/owei oars 12 RCB upper base

4 Line indicatiag concrete cracks Tl^C*B lower base

5 Base course 14 "RrTR sloned sides

Sa Sub-base course
1 e "fTr^Ti-ynntal Tf^iTifriminp nnncTete naiiel

5b Sub'grade course lO \/At^ioal Tf*iTTfri'iY'iti<y pfincTfite nsnelV PJ. 1.1 v'M-1 Ld-LUIUX^XA-C^ w\JlXwXwbW uduVit

O jveimorciJiR v-^ncrcvc Dt^cuii \mw^joj 17 Stronger and flexible concrete

7 Longitudinal rebars (RGB), variant 1,

2

18 Opening for Dowel bars

7a Anchor rebars (MRCB), variant 3 19 Shim

7b Longitudinal rebars (MRCB), variant 3 20 Sheet water barrier

7c Stabilized rebars (MRCB), variant 3 21 High Quality Hot Mix Asphalt

7d Steel mesh (MRCB), variant 3 22 High Modulus Rut Resistant Material

8 Ties (RGB), variant 1, 2. 23 Flexible Fatigue Resistant Material

9 Water stop
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